
10= +

modifiers

ARMOR

fortitude

reflex

will

ac when
flat-footed

ac versus
touch attacks

miss chance

arcane spell
failure

armor check
penalty

spell resistance

die type(s)

damage 
reduction

ABILITY SCORES HIT POINTS

CLASS

ARMOR armor
modifiers

STRENGTH
DEXTERITY
CONSTITUTION
INTELLIGENCE
WISDOM
CHARISMA

WEAPONS

additional modifiers

max dexterity
bonus

 weapon att bonus damage critical range type size

notes

 weapon att bonus damage critical range type size

notes

 weapon att bonus damage critical range type size

notes

 weapon att bonus damage critical range type size

notes

 weapon att bonus damage critical range type size

notes

character player

class level

race alignment

patron deity/religion

origin residence
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2nd 3rd 4th 5th 1 2 3 4 ability size misc 1 misc 2
class basemultiple attacks modifiers

str

dex

melee

ranged

total

grapple

misc 3ranksabilitytotal
class 
skill misc 2misc 1

score mod score mod
temp temp

ATTACK ROLLS

max

current

max ranks = lvl+3(/2)

con

dex

wis

dex

str

miscdextotal

speed

base modified

INITIATIVE

dex

r DENOTES SKILL CAN BE USED UNTRAINED — * ARMOR CHECK PENALTY APPLIES (DOUBLE FOR SWIM)

SKILLS

ability magic misc

armor worn

–5 –10 –15

–5 –10 –15

–5 –10 –15

strflurry of blows

shield dex size natural misc 1 misc 2

proficiencies
weapons:

SAVING THROWS
1 2 3 4

class base
total

simple martial armor: light medium heavy shields❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

appraise r int

autohypnosis wis

balance r dex*

bluff r cha

climb r str*

concentration r con

craft r int

decipher script int

diplomacy r cha

disable device int

disguise r cha

escape artist r dex*

forgery r int

gather information r cha

handle animal cha

heal r wis

hide r dex*

intimidate r cha

jump r str*

knowledge int

knowledge int

knowledge int

knowledge int

listen r wis

move silently r dex*

open lock dex

perform cha

perform cha

perform cha

profession wis

psicraft int

ride r dex

search r int

sense motive r wis

sleight of hand dex*

spellcraft int

spot r wis

stabilize self con

survival r wis

swim r str*

tumble dex*

use magic device cha

use psionic device cha

use rope r dex
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(

)
)
)
)

( )

( )
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thyle


thyle


thyle


thyle
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LANGUAGES

item location wt item location wt item location wt

EQUIPMENT

MONEY & GEMS
cp —

sp —

gp —

pp —

gems —

total weight carriedcurrent load

walk hustle run

= base speed = 2 × base speed = 4 × base speed

movement

lift over head lift off ground push or drag

= max load = 2 × max load = 5 × max load

lifting

normal

+3

+1

normal

–3

–6

normal

×4

×3

max dex enc pen run

light

heavy

medium

load capacity

xps needed for next level

total experience

hit points by level

EXPERIENCEMOVEMENT & LIFTING

SPECIAL ABILITIES & FEATS

thyle


thyle


thyle


thyle




= 10 +

= 3 +

SPELLS

HENCHMEN/ANIMAL COMPANIONS
 name race/class hd/lvl hp init spd ac atk str dex con int wis cha

notes

 name race/class hd/lvl hp init spd ac atk str dex con int wis cha

notes

 name race/class hd/lvl hp init spd ac atk str dex con int wis cha

notes

 name race/class hd/lvl hp init spd ac atk str dex con int wis cha

notes
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dc mod
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TURN UNDEAD

total

= 2d6 +
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0
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PSIONICS
power points

flat-footed/powerless

nonpsionic

tower of iron will
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mind
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character sketch

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND & NOTES

personality

quote(s)

contacts/friends

enemies

age sex

height weight

hair eyes

skin handedness

character name

description

date created dm/campaign

birth date size


	temp: 
	Str: 
	Str Mod: 
	Dex: 
	Dex Mod: 
	Con: 
	Con Mod: 
	Int: 
	Int Mod: 
	Wis: 
	Wis Mod: 
	Cha: 18
	Cha Mod: 4

	Dex Mod: 2
	Con Mod: 3
	Wis Mod: 1
	Str Mod: 0
	Size Mod: 0
	wpn: 
	name: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	bon: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	dam: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	crit: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	range: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	type: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	size: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 

	notes: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 


	Int Mod: 5
	Cha Mod: 4
	equip: 
	left: 
	1: 
	loc: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 

	wt: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 

	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 

	ctr: 
	1: 
	loc: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	15: 

	wt: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	15: 

	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 
	15: 

	right: 
	1: 
	loc: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 

	wt: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	11: 
	12: 
	13: 
	14: 

	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	10: 
	12: 
	11: 
	13: 
	14: 


	abilities: 
	feats: Wizard Abilities- Skill Points/Level: 2 + Int modifier.- Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Wizards are proficient with the club, dagger, heavy crossbow, light crossbow, and quarterstaff, but not with any type of armor or shield. Armor of any type interferes with a wizard’s movements, which can cause her spells with somatic components to fail.- Spells: A wizard casts arcane spells which are drawn from the sorcerer/ wizard spell list. A wizard must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time.- Familiar: A wizard can obtain a familiar. A familiar is a magical beast that resembles a small animal and is unusually tough and intelligent. The creature serves as a companion and servant.Sorcerer Abilities- Skill Points/Level: 2 + Int modifier.- Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Sorcerers are proficient with all simple weapons. They are not proficient with any type of armor or shield. Armor of any type interferes with a sorcerer’s gestures, which can cause his spells with somatic components to fail.- Spells: A sorcerer casts arcane spells which are drawn primarily from the sorcerer/wizard spell list. He can cast any spell he knows without preparing it ahead of time, the way a wizard or a cleric must- Familiar: A sorcerer can obtain a familiar. A familiar is a magical beast that resembles a small animal and is unusually tough and intelligent. The creature serves as a companion and servant.
	class: Elven Abilities- +2 Dexterity, –2 Constitution.- Medium: As Medium creatures, elves have no special bonuses or penalties due to their size.- Elf base land speed is 30 feet.- Immunity to magic sleep effects, and a +2 racial saving throw bonus against enchantment spells or effects.- Low-Light Vision: An elf can see twice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of poor illumination. She retains the ability to distinguish color and detail under these conditions.- Weapon Proficiency: Elves receive the Martial Weapon Proficiency feats for the longsword, rapier, longbow (including composite longbow), and shortbow (including composite shortbow) as bonus feats.- +2 racial bonus on Listen, Search, and Spot checks. An elf who merely passes within 5 feet of a secret or concealed door is entitled to a Search check to notice it as if she were actively looking for it.- Automatic Languages: Common and Elven. Bonus Languages: Draconic, Gnoll, Gnome, Goblin, Orc, and Sylvan.- Favored Class: Wizard. A multiclass elf ’s wizard class does not count when determining whether she takes an experience point penalty for multiclassing.
	feats2: Feats [Source]- Martial Weapon Profs [Racial Bonus](longsword, rapier, longbow, shortbow, composite longbow, composite shortbow)- Spellcasting Prodigy [Creation Bonus]- Improved Initiative [Level 1 Choice]- Scribe Scroll [Class Bonus]- Silent Spell (+1 Slot) [Level 3 Choice]- Eschew Materials [Level 6 Choice]- Energy Substitution [Level 9 Choice]- Combat Casting [Wizard 5 Bonus]- Improved Counterspell [Level 12 Choice]- Reactive Counterspell [Level 15 Choice]
	languages: Common (Automatic)Chondathan (Bonus)Draconic (Bonus)Elven (Automatic)Illuskan (Bonus)Sylvan (Bonus)

	total: 
	load: 
	weight: 
	carried: 0


	move: 
	hustle: 60
	run: 
	x4: 120

	base: 30
	modified: 

	load: 
	light: 33.166666666666664
	med: 66.33333333333333

	experience: 
	needed: 120,000
	total: 

	lift: 
	off: 
	ground: 200

	push: 500
	over: 
	head: 100


	money: 
	cp: 
	sp: 
	gp: 
	pp: 
	gems: 

	Mult4: 4
	Mult5: 5
	HP By Level: 7 (Sor1), 5 (Sor2), 4 (Wiz1), 6 (Sor3), 6 (Wiz2), 7 (Sor4), 7 (Wiz3), 6 (Sor5), 5 (Wiz4), 7 (Sor6), 7 (Wiz5), 7 (Sor7), 6 (Wiz6), 4 (Sor8), 6 (Wiz7)
	spell: 
	savedc: 
	0: 15/14
	1: 16/15
	2: 17/16
	3: 18/17
	4: 19/18
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 

	number: 
	0: 4/6
	1: 6/7
	2: 4/7
	3: 3/6
	4: 2/4
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 

	bonus: 
	1: (2/1)
	2: (1/1)
	3: (1/1)
	4: (1/1)
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 

	known: 
	0: 8
	1: 5
	2: 3
	3: 2
	4: 1
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 

	save: 
	dc: 
	mod: 15/14
	ability: 5/4
	misc: 



	henchmen: 
	notes: 
	4: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	name: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	race: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	lvl: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	hp: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	init: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	spd: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	ac: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	atk: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	str: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	dex: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	con: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	int: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	wis: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	cha: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	spells: 
	1: Wizard Spells Memorized0- Daze:  Humanoid creature of 4 HD or less loses next action.0- Ghost Sound:  Figment sounds.0- Mending:  Makes minor repairs on an object.0- Open/Close:  Opens or closes small or light things.1- Color Spray:  Knocks unconscious, blinds, and/or stuns 1d6 weak creatures.1- Comprehend Languages:  You understand all spoken and written languages.1- Grease:  Makes 10ft. square or one object slippery.1- Sleep:  Puts 4 HD of creatures into magic slumber.1- Tenser's Floating Disc:  Creates 3-ft.-diameter horizontal disk that holds 100 lb./level.1- Unseen Servent: Invisible force obeys commands.2- Darkness:  20-ft. radius of supernatural shadow.2- Daylight:  60-ft. radius of bright light.2- Knock:  Opens locked or magically sealed door.2- Levitate:  Subject moves up and down at your direction.3- Haste:	 One creature/level moves faster, +1 on attack rolls, AC, and Reflex saves.3- Fly:  Subject flies at speed of 60 ft.3- Leomund's Tiny Hut:  Shelter for ten creatures.4- Dimension Door:  Teleports you short distance.4- Evard's Black Tentacles:  Tentacles grapple all within 15 ft. spread.Sorcerer Spells Known0- Arcane Mark:  Inscribes a personal rune (visible or invisible).0- Detect Magic:  Detects spells and magic items within 60 ft.0- Disrupt Undead:  Deals 1d6 damage to 1 undead.0- Light:  Object shines like a torch.0- Mage Hand:  	 5-pound telekinesis.0- Message:  Whispered conversation at distance.0- Prestidigitation:  Performs minor tricks.0- Read Magic:  Read scrolls and spellbooks.1- Expeditious Retreat:  Your speed increases 30 ft.1- Feather Fall:  Objects or creatures fall slowly.1- Hold Portal:  Holds door shut.1- Mage Armor:  Gives subject +4 armor bonus.1- Magic Missile:  1d4+1 damage; +1 missile per two levels above 1st (max 5).2- Acid Arrow:  Ranged touch attack; 2d4 damage for 1 round +1 round/three levels.2- Invisibility:  Subject is invisible for 1 min./level or until it attacks.2- Mirror Image:  Creates decoy duplicates of you (1d4 +1 per three levels, max 8).3- Dispel Magic:  Cancels magical spells and effects.3- Lightning Bolt:  Electricity deals 1d6/level damage.4- Stoneskin:  Ignore 10 points of damage per attack.
	2: 

	psionics: 
	known: 
	0: 
	5: 
	1: 
	6: 
	2: 
	7: 
	3: 
	8: 
	4: 
	9: 


	psi: 
	check: 
	ego: 
	whip: Off

	id: 
	insin: Off

	mind: 
	blast: Off
	thrust: Off

	psychic: 
	crush: Off

	empty: 
	mind: Off

	intellect: 
	fortress: Off

	mental: 
	barrier: Off

	thought: 
	shield: Off

	tower: 
	of: 
	iron: 
	will: Off





	Character Name: Trequel Kealta
	description: 
	physical: 
	personality: 
	quotes: 
	friends: 
	enemies: 
	age: 263
	sex: Male
	dob: 3/19/1110
	height: 5'10"
	weight: 138 lbs
	hair: Silver
	eyes: Blue
	skin: Fair
	handedness: Right

	date: 
	created: April 2004 (Revised)

	Left Equip Total Wt: 0
	Ctr Equip Total Wt: 0
	Right Equip Total Wt: 0
	MultPoint3: 0.3333333333333333
	MultPoint6: 0.6666666666666666
	Load Light Text: to 33 lbs.
	Load Med Text: to 66 lbs.
	Load Heavy Text: to 100 lbs.
	Load Light After: 33
	Load Medium After: 66
	Lift Over Head After: 100
	Base Melee Class Mod 1: 4
	Base Melee Class Mod 4: 
	Base Melee Class Mod 2: 4
	Base Melee Class Mod 3: 
	dm: David Chronister/Castle Amber
	notes: 
	CharacterImage: 
	Mult2: 2
	MultOneFourth: .5
	MultOneHalf: .5
	MultThreeFourths: .75
	Mult8: 16
	Mult16: 16
	MultOneEighth: .125
	SizeMult: 1
	DescriptionSize: [Medium]
	Turn Undead Times Per Day: 7
	Mult3: 3
	Turn Undead Misc Mod: 
	Turn Undead Damage: 
	Turn Undead Level Mod: 
	Turn Undead Misc Damage Mod: 
	Psionics Free Manifestations: 
	Proficiencies: longsword, rapierlongbow (including composite longbow)shortbow (including composite shortbow)
	Player Name: Brett Lambrix
	Class: Wizard/Sorcerer
	Level: 7/8
	Race: Teu'Tel'Quessir (Moon Elf)
	Alignment: Chaotic Good
	Deity: Corellon Larethian
	Origin: Greycloak Hills
	Residence: Starspire Keep
	Zero: 0.5
	Tenhalf: 10.5
	Appraise Misc: 0
	Appraise Misc 2: 
	Appraise Misc 3: 
	Str: 10
	Str Mod Std: 0
	Hit Points: 90
	Hit Points Current: 
	CC1: 
	Appraise Total: 5
	Appraise Ranks: 
	CC2: 
	Autohypnosis Total: 1
	Autohypnosis Ranks: 
	Autohypnosis Misc: 
	Autohypnosis Misc 2: 
	Autohypnosis Misc 3: 
	Dex: 14
	Dex Mod Std: 2
	CC3: 
	Balance Total: 2
	Balance Ranks: 
	Balance Misc: 
	Balance Misc 2: 
	Balance Misc 3: 
	Con: 16
	Con Mod Std: 3
	CC4: s
	Bluff Total: 4
	Bluff Ranks: 
	Bluff Misc: 
	Bluff Misc 2: 
	Bluff Misc 3: 
	Dmg Red: 
	CC5: 
	Climb Total: 0
	Climb Ranks: 
	Climb Misc: 
	Climb Misc 2: 
	Climb Misc 3: 
	Int: 20
	Int Mod Std: 5
	CC6: x
	Conc Total: 18
	Conc Ranks: 15
	Conc Misc: 
	Conc Misc 2: 
	Conc Misc 3: 
	Wis: 12
	Wis Mod Std: 1
	Craft: Alchemy
	CC7: x
	Craft Total: 10
	Craft Ranks: 5
	Craft Misc: 0
	Craft Misc 2: 
	Craft Misc 3: 
	Cha: 16
	Cha Mod Std: 3
	Die Type: 1d4/1d4
	CC8: w
	Dec Scr Total: 6
	Dec Scr Ranks: 1
	Dec Scr Misc: 
	Dec Scr Misc 2: 
	Dec Scr Misc 3: 
	CC9: 
	Diplomacy Total: 4
	Diplomacy Ranks: 
	Diplomacy Misc: 
	Diplomacy Misc 2: 
	Diplomacy Misc 3: 
	AC Flat-footed: 17
	CC10: 
	Dis Dev Total: 6
	Dis Dev Ranks: 1
	Dis Dev Misc: 
	Dis Dev Misc 2: 
	Dis Dev Misc 3: 
	AC vs Touch: 19
	CC11: 
	Disguise Total: 4
	Disguise Ranks: 
	Disguise Misc: 
	Disguise Misc 2: 
	Disguise Misc 3: 
	CC12: 
	Esc Art Total: 2
	Esc Art Ranks: 
	Esc Art Misc: 
	Esc Art Misc 2: 
	Esc Art Misc 3: 
	Base AC 10: 10
	Armor Mod: 0
	Shield Mod: 0
	Natural Mod: 2
	Misc Mod: 3
	Wis AC Mod: 0
	Miss Chance: 0
	CC13: 
	Forgery Total: 5
	Forgery Ranks: 
	Forgery Misc: 
	Forgery Misc 2: 
	Forgery Misc 3: 
	Max Dex Bonus: 0
	CC14: 
	Gat Inf Total: 4
	Gat Inf Ranks: 
	Gat Inf Misc: 
	Gat Inf Misc 2: 
	Gat Inf Misc 3: 
	Armor Worn: Ring of Protection +3Amulet of Natural Armor +2
	Armor Chk Pen: 0
	CC15: 
	Han Ani Total: 5
	Han Ani Ranks: 1
	Han Ani Misc: 
	Han Ani Misc 2: 
	Han Ani Misc 3: 
	Arcane Spell Failure: 0
	CC16: 
	Heal Total: 1
	Heal Ranks: 
	Heal Misc: 
	Heal Misc 2: 
	Heal Misc 3: 
	Spell Resistance: 0
	CC17: 
	Hide Total: 2
	Hide Ranks: 
	Hide Misc: 
	Hide Misc 2: 
	Hide Misc 3: 
	CC18: 
	Intim Total: 4
	Intim Ranks: 
	Intim Misc: 
	Intim Misc 2: 
	Intim Misc 3: 
	CC19: 
	Jump Total: 1
	Jump Ranks: 1
	Jump Misc: 
	Jump Misc 2: 
	Jump Misc 3: 
	Knowledge1: Arcana
	CC20: x
	Know1 Total: 23
	Know1 Ranks: 18
	Know1 Misc: 
	Know1 Misc 2: 
	Know1 Misc 3: 
	Knowledge2: Architecture
	CC21: x
	Know2 Total: 6
	Know2 Ranks: 1
	Know2 Misc: 
	Know2 Misc 2: 
	Know2 Misc 3: 
	Total Fort Mod: 7
	Base Fort Mod: 2
	Base Fort Mod 2: 2
	Base Fort Mod 3: 
	Base Fort Mod 4: 
	Magic Fort Mod: 
	Misc Fort Mod: 
	Total Init Mod: 6
	Misc Init Mod: 4
	Knowledge3: Dungeons
	CC22: x
	Know3 Total: 6
	Know3 Ranks: 1
	Know3 Misc: 
	Know3 Misc 2: 
	Know3 Misc 3: 
	Total Refl Mod: 6
	Base Refl Mod: 2
	Base Refl Mod 2: 2
	Base Refl Mod 3: 
	Base Refl Mod 4: 
	Magic Refl Mod: 
	Misc Refl Mod: 
	Knowledge4: Geo - North
	CC23: x
	Know4 Total: 7
	Know4 Ranks: 2
	Know4 Misc: 
	Know4 Misc 2: 
	Know4 Misc 3: 
	Total Will Mod: 12
	Base Will Mod: 6
	Base Will Mod 2: 5
	Base Will Mod 3: 
	Base Will Mod 4: 
	Magic Will Mod: 
	Misc Will Mod: 
	CC24: 
	Listen Total: 6
	Listen Ranks: 3
	Listen Misc: 
	Listen Misc 2: 2
	Listen Misc 3: 
	CC25: 
	Mov Sil Total: 2
	Mov Sil Ranks: 
	Mov Sil Misc: 
	Mov Sil Misc 2: 
	Mov Sil Misc 3: 
	Minus5: -5
	Minus10: -10
	Minus15: -15
	Minus3: -3
	Minus6: -6
	Minus9: -9
	Minus12: -12
	CC26: 
	Ope Loc Total: 2
	Ope Loc Ranks: 
	Ope Loc Misc: 
	Ope Loc Misc 2: 
	Ope Loc Misc 3: 
	Perform1: 
	CC27: 
	Perform Total: 4
	Perform Ranks: 
	Perform Misc: 
	Perform Misc 2: 
	Perform Misc 3: 
	Perform2 Ranks: 
	Perform2 Misc: 
	Perform2 Misc 2: 
	Perform2 Misc 3: 
	Total Melee Mod: 8
	Total Melee Mod 2nd: 3
	Total Melee Mod 3rd: -2
	Total Melee Mod 4th: -7
	Perform2: 
	CC28: 
	Perform2 Total: 4
	Misc Melee Mod: 
	Temp Melee Mod: 
	Perform3: 
	CC29: 
	Perform3 Total: 4
	Perform3 Ranks: 
	Perform3 Misc: 
	Perform3 Misc 2: 
	Perform3 Misc 3: 
	Total Missile Mod: 10
	Total Missile Mod 2nd: 5
	Total Missile Mod 3rd: 0
	Total Missile Mod 4th: -5
	Misc Missile Mod: 
	Temp Missile Mod: 
	Profession1: Scribe
	CC30: x
	Prof Total: 6
	Prof Ranks: 5
	Prof Misc: 
	Prof Misc 2: 
	Prof Misc 3: 
	Total Grapple Mod: 8
	Total Grapple Mod 2nd: 3
	Total Grapple Mod 3rd: -2
	Total Grapple Mod 4th: -7
	Grapple Size Mod: 0
	Misc Grapple Mod: 
	Temp Grapple Mod: 
	CC31: 
	Psicraft Total: 5
	Psicraft Ranks: 
	Psicraft Misc: 
	Psicraft Misc 2: 
	Psicraft Misc 3: 
	Total Monk Unarmed Mod: 8
	Total Monk Unarmed 2nd: 
	Total Monk Unarmed 3rd: 
	Total Monk Unarmed 4th: 
	Total Monk Unarmed 5th: 
	Misc Monk Unarmed Mod: 
	Temp Monk Unarmed: 
	CC32: 
	Ride Total: 5
	Ride Ranks: 3
	Ride Misc: 
	Ride Misc 2: 
	Ride Misc 3: 
	CC33: 
	Search Total: 9
	Search Ranks: 2
	Search Misc: 
	Search Misc 2: 2
	Search Misc 3: 
	Combat Modifiers: - Immunity to magic sleep effects, and a +2 racial saving throw bonus against enchantment spells or effects.
	CC34: 
	Sen Mot Total: 2
	Sen Mot Ranks: 1
	Sen Mot Misc: 
	Sen Mot Misc 2: 
	Sen Mot Misc 3: 
	CC35: 
	Pic Poc Total: 2
	Pic Poc Ranks: 
	Pic Poc Misc: 
	Pic Poc Misc 2: 
	Pic Poc Misc 3: 
	CC36: x
	Spellcraft Total: 25
	Spellcraft Ranks: 18
	Spellcraft Misc: 2
	Spellcraft Misc 2: 
	Spellcraft Misc 3: 
	CC37: 
	Spot Total: 7
	Spot Ranks: 4
	Spot Misc: 
	Spot Misc 2: 2
	Spot Misc 3: 
	CC38: 
	Stabilize Self Total: 4
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